Hawaiiana in 1983:
A Bibliography of Titles of Historical Interest

compiled and annotated by Yasuto Kaihara


Nostalgic miscellanea.


Largely pictorial.


Yasuto Kaihara is an Assistant Library Specialist, Hamilton Library, University of Hawaii. 


Preface dated 1983.

"The people" (pp. 67–107) includes contributed articles on the settling of various ethnic groups in Hawaii.


Developed by Vera Mahoe Shores; edited by Jane Kinoshita.

The Bowfin is now part of the Pacific Fleet Submarine Association Museum at Pearl Harbor.

Theo H. Davies & Co. family.

"Bernice P. Bishop Museum Special Publication 70."


"Published on the occasion of the 125th anniversary of First Hawaiian Bank."


Economic and social history.


Republishing of the Honolulu 1907 ed.


Some Hawaiian text, with translations.


Some historical coverage.


In English. Story of first group of Americans of Japanese Ancestry sent to Army Language School at Camp Savage, Minnesota during World War II.


Iolani Palace. Juvenile work.


Some historical perspectives.


Interviewees: Ernest Malterre, Edith Yonenaka, Yuzuru Morita, and Raku Morimoto.


Some historical perspectives.


**THESSES AND DISSERTATIONS, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA, 1983**


Alger, Charles Dennis. “Perspectives on Kokokahi” ix + 152 leaves. Master of Arts, Political Science.

Kokokahi Church, Kaneohe, and its Hunger Mission.


Nelligan, Peter J. “Social Change and Rape Law in Hawaii” ix + 488 leaves. Doctor of Philosophy, Sociology.


PERIODICAL REFERENCES (from selective, out of State publications only)


